
WHAT DOES PS STAND FOR WHEN YOU WRITE A LETTER

But what does PS mean and how do we use it in modern communication? A postscript is an additional thought added to
letters (and sometimes other Here's a tip: Want to make sure your writing always looks great?.

Surprisingly, there are no hard and fast answers to these questions. So, why use P. Technically, we could
avoid the use of PS altogether in electronic communication. Shaw working together, would the country have
had the E. The urgency factor could be a deadline, a limited number of items you sell, or whatever you need to
get readers to act. Use a bold text, write it with a different font or color, format it like a separate information
box, make it a button, etc. Ross: Thanks for the Harper advert. Dear Scott: Here is the outline for my proposed
new novel. Dick In , four years before it was published, Philip K. You are real. For Dummies, "Studies reveal
that when people receive personal, and even printed, letters, they read the salutation first and the P. The author
farther asserts, that the whole work is entirely of one hand, which every reader of judgement will easily
discover: the gentleman who gave the copy to the bookseller, being a friend of the author, and using no other
liberties besides that of expunging certain passages, where now the chasms appear under the name of
desiderata. Love, John Lennon P. Get Grammarly for free Works on all your favorite websites Related
Articles. In the case with testimonials, they work better for B2B products, as they can motivate users to take
the next step and place an order. And given that it has a visual advantage and is understood as something you
forgot to mention in the email body, you can write whatever you want. Letters of E. Otherwise, hang onto this
outline while I continue from my carbon. A postscript is usually introduced by the letters P. White P. This
trick will optimize your email content and influence your email CTR. Since a postscript is an addition that
comes after a letter is completed, it should always follow the signature. This cover letter includes an
enthusiastic PS. Now you have a chance to make it come out the way it should. Read more at Letters of Note.
Feel free to check more works of hers on Twitter LesleyVos. I guess I will always be in some sort of
quandary. Therefore, your P. Statistics once showed that as many as 79 percent of people who opened a direct
mail letter would read the PS first. Dick P. PS stands for postscript. So why not use P. But what does PS mean
and how do we use it in modern communication? Grammarly can save you from misspellings, grammatical
and punctuation mistakes, and other writing issues on all your favorite websites.


